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ABSTRACT
Airborne SAR data are often challenging to analyze due to
the limited accuracy of the platform motion measurements.
In interferometric scenarios, even small residual motion errors cause undesirable artifacts in the interferometric phase
and geometric registration of image pairs. Various calibration
techniques have been developed, often exploiting spectral diversity in some way. The UAVSAR L-band system has implemented a new operating mode where multiple images are acquired simultaneously at different azimuth squint angles, providing enhanced opportunities for motion calibration. This
paper describes this imaging mode and the residual motion
calibration technique developed for these special data sets.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is an attractive remote sensing
technology offering all-weather imaging capability and several ways of exploiting the coherent measurements with interferometric techniques. Airborne SAR systems must travel
through a dense and dynamic atmosphere, inevitably causing
small deviations from their planned trajectories. Known deviations can be corrected in batch processing schemes [1] or
accounted for in a time-domain processor [2].
More troublesome are errors in the motion measurements
themselves resulting from the limited accuracy of the motion
metrology system. The UAVSAR system uses a combination
of Global Positioning System and accelerometer measurements with an overall accuracy of a few centimeters, which
is a large fraction of its 24 cm wavelength [3]. The residual motion errors are not so severe as to require autofocus
processing, but they do significantly impact interferometric
applications. The residual baseline (the sum of the residual
motion errors on each track in the pair) imparts a potentially
large error upon the interferometric phase and a small range
misregistration. Drifts in the residual baseline (on the order of
1 cm per km) are essentially a pointing error of the synthetic
aperture and cause large azimuth misregistration (on the order
of one 60 cm pixel) and a corresponding drop in coherence.
This work was conducted under contract with the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology.

Fig. 1. Multi-squint mode simultaneously acquires three
views of the scene.
Several methods have been developed for estimating
residual motion errors in airborne interferometric data, usually based on the geometric coregistration errors [4] or
phase differences between subaperture interferograms [5].
UAVSAR has adopted the coregistration-based approach [6].
This paper extends the UAVSAR algorithm in a few ways.
First, the technique is applied to a new radar operating mode
where images at three distinct squint angles are acquired
simultaneously. Second, the effect of azimuth focusing is
incorporated explicitly in the measurement model. Finally,
the error is parameterized with B-splines [7] which permits
efficient processing and the prospect of extending the method
to interferometric stacks of several images.
2. MULTI-SQUINT MODE
The UAVSAR system includes a phased-array L-band antenna that is steerable in real-time in order to ensure overlapping Doppler spectra regardless of the platform attitude
on repeat tracks, which varies with wind conditions. The
beam center is usually steered to zero Doppler for repeat pass
observations, with a capability of ±20◦ off boresight. Addi-

tionally, the system is able to acquire and record data much
faster than the rate required for nominal full-polarization
stripmap acquisitions. Together, these capabilities enable a
new multi-squint mode where the PRF is increased 3x and
the antenna steering toggles between three different azimuth
angles on consecutive pulses. In processing, the pulses are
de-interleaved and focused into three separate images, where
a given target has been viewed at three different squint angles
as shown in Fig. 1. Repeat-pass data collected in this mode
can in principle be used to measure an along-track component of surface deformation [8] and remove atmospheric
phase errors [9].
3. RESIDUAL MOTION ESTIMATION
In order to exploit the interferometric data set, it must be free
of residual motion artifacts. One could merely estimate a motion correction from one of the squint angles and apply it to
the others, but this would not fully utilize the available information. Instead, we propose a scheme where data from all
three images are combined in a single residual mostion estimate.
First, each squint is focused independently to a common
grid using a backprojection processor. For a repeat-pass pair,
this yeilds six coregistered single look complex (SLC) images. Registration offsets are then measured for each squint
using incoherent cross-correlation techniques, and line-ofsight vectors are computed for each offset measurement. The
offsets are assumed to be entirely caused by motion errors via
the forward model
Z
∆r = w~b · ˆl ds
(1)
Z
∂ ~ ˆ
b · l ds
(2)
∆s = −r w
∂s
where ∆r and ∆s are the range and azimuth offsets, ~b is the
residual baseline vector, and ˆl ≡ ~r/r is the line-of-sight vector. Since UAVSAR is a wide-beam system with a synthetic
aperture spanning several km, we explicitly include this regularization by the antenna pattern w in the model, where the
integral is carried out over the same bounds as in the backprojection focusing.
The forward model can be easily verified by processing
the same image twice, once with a known perturbation added
to the motion. Any actual residual motion will be common
to the two results, and the misregistration will be due solely
to the added perturbation. Fig. 2 shows the azimuth offsets
between a UAVSAR image of Rosamond, CA, processed with
and without a step function motion error,
λ
~bfig2 = √
u(s)(ĉ + ĥ),
4 2
where u(s) is the Heaviside step function and ĉ and ĥ are unit
vectors in the cross-track and vertical directions. As expected,

Fig. 2. Azimuth registration offsets (in meters) resulting from
a λ/4 step function residual motion error. The discontinuous
motion error is dispersed by the synthetic aperture formation,
in good agreement with the forward model.
the offsets vary with range as the line-of-sight changes across
the swath, and the sharp discontintuity of the motion error is
spread out in azimuth by the aperture synthesis.
Of course, our goal is to use the measured offsets to solve
for the unknown residual motion, which we can achieve with
a suitable parameterization
~b(s) = B(s; C)ĉ
~ + B(s; H)
~ ĥ

(3)

where B(s; p~) is a continuous function of azimuth defined by
its parameters p~. Here we choose to use B-splines [7], which
have several convenient properties:
• Function values are linear in the coefficients,
X
B(s; p~) =
ai (s)pi
i

• Function derivatives are also linear in the coefficients,
X
∂
B(s; p~) =
di (s)pi
∂s
i
• Compact support (ai = di = 0 for most coefficients),
which produces sparse equations and localizes artifacts
due to outliers.
• Intuitively adjustible, e.g., one could remove knots over
decorrelated areas.
~ and H
~ are the coefficients
In this case the parameters C
of the cross-track and vertical B-splines. The only remaining subtlety is the evaluation of the integrals in (1) and (2),
which we perform with a Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule
[10, Eq. 3.5.21],
Z b
Q
X
f (x) dx ≈
qi f (xi ).
a

i

Thus for ith offset measurement we can write (1) as
∆ri =

Q
X
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N
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(4)
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for a Qth-order quadrature rule and N coefficient B-spline
representation, and most of the aj are zero. Similarly, (2)
becomes
∆si = −ri
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where we have omitted terms involving the very small ∂s
and, again, most of the dj are zero. Hence we can express
each offset measurement (∆r, ∆s) as a linear combination
of the 2N unknown B-spline coefficients for any pixel location in any of the squinted images. Finally, we collect all the
offset measurements into a vector ~y , stack the B-spline coefficients into a vector ~x, and use (4) and (5) to define the rows
of a matrix A to form the linear system ~y = A~x that can be
solved efficiently with sparse matrix methods. If covariance
estimates are available for the offset measurements, these can
be easilty incorporated with a whitening transformation.

Fig. 3. Multi-squint UAVSAR images over Rosamond, CA.
The color channels (red, green, blue) are mapped to squint
angles θ = (+15◦ , 0◦ , −15◦ )

4. RESULTS
UAVSAR repeat-pass data were acquired in multi-squint
mode over the NASA SAR calibration site near Rosamond,
CA, with targeted squint angles θ = (+15◦ , 0◦ , −15◦ ). Six
16x16 km scenes were processed to a common grid using
backprojection, illustrated in Fig. 3. Registration offsets were
measured via amplitude cross-correlation of 100x100 pixel
tiles for each of the three squinted image pairs. The measurements comprise 198x72 pixel offset rasters times 3 pairs times
2 observations (∆r, ∆s) per pixel, for a total M=85536. The
residual motion was parameterized by two cubic B-splines (ĉ
and ĥ) with knots placed every 200 m, for a total N=290. The
MxN sparse linear system was solved in under 2 seconds on
a laptop computer. The retrieved residual motion estimate is
shown in Fig. 4, and is reasonable given the expected accuracy of GPS systems. These corrections were added to the
ephemeris of the second multi-squint track, and its three images were re-processed. Afterwards, the coregistration offsets
appear free of motion artifacts, as shown in Fig. 5.
5. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a residual motion estimation algorithm
generalized to data collected in multi-squint mode. It has
other advantages compared to existing methods, including explicit modeling of the aperture synthesis, efficient parameterization with B-splines, and the lack of a separate step for determining an integration constant. Experiments with real data

Fig. 4. Residual motion solution in cross-track (C) and vertical (H) directions.
have demonstrated its effectiveness and robustness to typical
measurement noise. With minor modifications the method
can be extended to a time-series of images, which will be the
subject of future work.
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Fig. 5. Top row: Azimuth offsets measured by amplitude
cross-correlation of repeat-pass pairs of three squint angles.
Bottom row: Azimuth offsets after re-processing with estimated motion corrections. Color scale is ±15 cm.

